
Exciting Joint Venture Announcement: The Now Corporation (OTC:NWPN) and Net
Savings Link Inc. (OTC:NSAV) Unite to Forge Ethereum Blockchain Token

Miami, Fl. - October 10, 2023 - In a thrilling alliance, The Now Corporation and Net
Savings Link Inc., alongside two seasoned visionaries, have joined forces through a Joint
Venture Agreement, setting their sights on an innovative Ethereum Blockchain-based token
(ERC-20). This digital masterpiece is set to be underpinned by NWPN's net revenue
interest in the Glover lease, nestled in the picturesque Venango County, Pennsylvania.

NWPN is not only granting NSAV an exclusive license but also unleashing them to brand,
market, and monetize this groundbreaking Ethereum Blockchain-based token (ERC-20).
This token, intrinsically tied to NWPN's net revenue interest in the famed Glover Lease,
promises boundless potential and exciting opportunities.

What truly sets this partnership apart is NWPN's unwavering commitment to revolutionize
the cryptocurrency landscape. They are poised to offer invaluable support by
collaborating with cryptocurrency exchanges, all in a bid to make the trading of "the coin"
seamless and accessible. NWPN's visionary approach also extends to the creation of
strategic alliances with cryptocurrency exchanges, providing investors with avenues to
trade the coin for other cryptocurrencies or conventional currencies like the US dollar.
These exchanges will serve as bustling marketplaces for cryptocurrency enthusiasts,
offering a dynamic space to buy and sell digital assets.

But that's not all; NWPN's vision reaches further. They're set to collaborate with both
commercial and private wallet platforms, offering users secure digital banking solutions to
house their precious coins. These wallet options include commercial wallets, provided by
reputable companies, and private wallets, offering individual users control over their
cryptocurrency holdings. To ensure the utmost security and reliability, NWPN will host
servers right here in the United States.

Net Savings Link Inc., with an eye on legal excellence, is stepping up their game in the
cryptocurrency arena. Their commitment extends to providing crucial legal consulting and
support services tailored for the cryptocurrency industry. They're ready to navigate the
regulatory landscape, ensuring compliance with the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) and other regulatory bodies.

In a groundbreaking arrangement, NSAV is offering NWPN a non-dilutable ownership
interest of 5.2% of all NSAV's preferred shares, with an additional 19.8% allocated to the
two visionary executives.

The dynamic new management of NSAV exclaims, "This monumental venture will not
only elevate NSAV but firmly establish us as a true powerhouse in the world of
cryptocurrency."



Ken Williams, the forward-thinking CEO of NWPN, shares his excitement, "I
am thrilled to embark on this journey into the realm of cryptocurrency with a
giant like NSAV. Our shareholders are in for an incredible ride that promises
immense benefits."

Get ready for an electrifying ride into the future of blockchain technology and
cryptocurrency. The partnership between The Now Corporation and Net Savings Link Inc.
is set to reshape the landscape, offering thrilling opportunities and benefits for all
stakeholders

About NSAV:

NSAV's vision is the establishment of a fully integrated technology company, which
provides turnkey technological solutions to the cryptocurrency, blockchain and digital
asset industries. Over time, the Company plans to provide a wide range of services such
as software solutions, e-commerce, financial services, advisory services and information
technology.

About The Now Corporation

The Now Corporation (OTC:NWPN) stands as a pioneering powerhouse in the worldwide
investment arena, fueled by an unwavering commitment to uncovering uncharted
potential and crafting it into remarkable opportunities. Armed with a diverse portfolio that
spans across various sectors, The Now Corporation empowers investors to embrace the
future with confidence, forging pathways to enduring value creation.

Ken Williams
Chief Executive Officer
The Now Corporation
https://thenowcorp.net

Legal Notice Regarding Forward-Looking Statements:
This press release contains forward-looking information within the meaning of section 27A of the
Securities Act of 1933 and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and is subject to the
safe harbor created by those sections. This material contains statements about expected future
events and/or financial results that are forward-looking in nature and subject to risks and
uncertainties. That includes the possibility that the business outlined in this press release cannot be
concluded for some reason. That could be as a result of technical, installation, permitting or other
problems that were not anticipated. Such forward-looking statements by definition involve risks,
uncertainties and other factors, which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements
of The Now Corporation to be materially different from the statements made herein. Except for any
obligation under the U.S. federal securities laws, The Now Corporation undertakes no obligation to
publicly update any forward-looking statement as a result of new information, future events or
otherwise

https://thenowcorp.net

